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WIMBLEDON IS NOT ONLY
HOME TO TENNIS GIANTS
AND LITTER-PICKING
WOMBLES
IT’S ALSO THE BASE FOR
THE UK’S LONGESTSERVING AUDIO RENTAL
COMPANY, FOUNDED 80
YEARS AGO
MARK CUNNINGHAM
UNRAVELS THE LEGEND
AND LEGACY OF
RONALD GODFREY JONES
As we prepare ourselves for the hi-tech extravaganza that is the PLASA
2006 show, it's worth reminding ourselves of how the business of live
sound actually began. In Britain, at least, it can be dated back to 1926
when — in the same year as the General Strike and the births of
Queen Elizabeth II and Sir George Martin — a London street market
trader by the name of Ronald Godfrey Jones single-handedly pioneered
the concept of the audio rental and installation company.
Back in the days of the silent movie, young Mr. Jones found an ingenious way of
making his voice heard a little louder than his hoarse-voiced competition, by literally
fitting large loudspeaker horns on to the roof of his van, enabling him to extol the
virtues of Milton sterilisation products with ultimate clarity!
Other traders soon cottoned on to this masterful plan, and Mr. Jones was
besieged by people asking if his van was available for hire. He soon built up a
sizeable fleet of these sound-equipped vehicles and before long he was able to leave
the markets behind and concentrate on his burgeoning rental business, originally
under the trading name of the Magnet Publicity Broadcasting Company.
Encouraged by the effect that amplified sound had on the public, Jones began to
build his own loudspeaker systems in quantities and in the pre-WWII period of the
1930s found plenty of custom at sports galas, political rallies and dance halls where
he supplied small systems comprising of speaker columns, a Vortexion amplifier and a
ribbon microphone to reinforce the voices of singers and announcers.
Eventually based in Morden, south-west London, he progressed into theatre
where he installed systems in almost every London venue as well as designing the
Theatre Panatrope — a system that included a device which allowed precise cueing
of a 78 rpm sound effects or music record. A guide placed the pick-up over the
required groove and was held in place by a small electromagnet that was released on
the cue.
Many of these systems were built, including one for ‘The Mousetrap’. Jones’s
son, Robin, who would later take over the RG Jones business, was the child whose
voice would still be
heard for decades to
come as a sound effect
in productions of that
classic play.
Right: A public
address system at an
early 1930s sports
gala; ‘RG’ in his first
studio; the Theatre
Panatrope at
London’s Whitehall
Theatre in 1950.
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During WWII, Jones played his part by organising public address systems to
amplify marshalling instructions to incoming American troops and evacuees, and also
supplied the systems for the VE and VJ Day celebrations in London. A half century
later, RG Jones would repeat history — albeit with slightly more advanced
technologies — for London's 50th anniversary VE/VJ Day events outside Buckingham
Palace!
Inspired by his success in theatre, Jones recognised that he needed to develop
the business further still in order to finance future investment. And so, in 1942, he
built his first recording studio — a two-track facility in two back rooms of a house
based in the grounds of Morden Manor. RG Jones Recording Studios later became
one of the first British facilities to implement four-track recording (before EMI's Abbey
Road) and subsequently earned its enviable status as a prolific, independent, hitmaking studio over the next 30 years.
The studio, which moved to Wimbledon in 1969, would play host to sessions
by The Moody Blues, The Who, David Bowie, Love Affair, Sonny Boy Williamson,
the Rolling Stones, Elton John, the Bee Gees, Leo Sayer, The Police, A-Ha, Cliff
Richard and Mark 'Return Of The Mack' Morrison — the latter few benefiting from
the renowned skills of engineer Gerry Kitchingham and an SSL console which, back
in 1981, was the second to be installed in the UK.
The studio reached its peak in the mid-'80s but unfortunately the relentless need
to re-invest in the latest technology in order to satisfy the whims of a traditionally
fickle industry — compounded by the availability of affordable, high quality home
studio equipment — rendered it non-profitable and it closed in 2001. The lastsurviving independent studio of its generation was no more.
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Left: The RG management team today —
(L-R) MD Stephen Hall; project managers
Simon Hodge and Simon Honywill; office
manager Sarah Muggleton; directors John
Carroll and Andrew Williamson.
Above: Former key RG players Bob Caple
and Fred ‘Gumby’ Jackson.

Even more tragic were the missed opportunities,
as engineer Simon Honywill, who originally joined the
firm in 1979, explained: "Probably the biggest mistake
that RG's made was not dovetailing the studio business
with the rental side, and cultivating some lucrative
cross-pollination.”
FRESH FACES, NEW BUSINESS
Ronald G. Jones died in 1987 at the age of 75 having
passed the company on to his son, Robin Jones, in
1971. Throughout the '70s and '80s, the RG business
was split between its equipment rental operation, sales,
installation projects and the studio. The rental side
boasted a list of high profile jobs from The Royal
Fireworks for Charles and Diana’s Wedding in 1981,
The Papal Visit of 1982, The Opening of the Thames
Barrier and Princess Diana’s Funeral in 1997. Not only
restricted to the UK, RG Jones' reputation was growing
worldwide, providing sound for The D-Day
Commemorations in Normandy and The King of
Jordan’s Golden Jubilee.
Meanwhile its installation skills found favour with
such diverse clients as the Lloyds Building, The
Corporation of London, The Royal Academy of Arts,
The RAC Club, the BBC, Buckingham Palace and later,
St. Paul's and Westminster Cathedrals, Lord's Cricket
Ground and Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Club.
Simon Honywill had first-hand experience of the
events that were the catalyst for the rental division's
later specialist reputation. He said: "Our success in the
classical event sector really grew from the shows that I
was working on in the first summer that I joined, in '79.
We were running lightly reinforced open-air shows for

the GLC at Kenwood, Marble Hill and Crystal Palace
Bowl, and I suppose it's to our credit that even though
they transferred from the GLC to English Heritage and
then to IMG, we continue to service those and many
other similar events.
"We've always been driven by the quest to make
those shows work and sound better. When we did the
early events we were using six AKG D190 mics and a
couple of high-powered RG columns loaded with
Tannoys. We soon graduated to an extensive Martin
Audio monitor system of LE 200s and 300s, with
H350 sidefills and a couple of Midas Pro 4 consoles.
For the gigs where we needed extra power, like Shirley
Bassey's tours, we had a Crown-driven Court/JBL
system, 4560 and W-bins cabinets and all."
In 1981, Bob Caple, already a member of the hire
staff since 1978, was promoted to hire manager,
relieving Robin Jones who was heavily involved with
running the studio and installation part of the business.
Around this time, the firm experienced a growth in its
rental contracts for the BBC, Thames TV and London
Weekend Television outside broadcast events.
As Honywill recalled: "We changed the focus by
trying to give the audiences what they wanted. It took
a while but eventually we proved that you'd get a
better show if audiences could hear things properly and
enjoy it. That involved a long process and Bob and I
did a lot to change the old patterns."
The first significant investment into serious,
external technologies came in the late '80s when —
under Caple's new leadership as MD and the skills of
newcomers John Carroll and Andrew Williamson —
RG's splashed out on a then state-of-the-art Renkus-

Heinz system. Its relationship with RenkusHeinz soon grew to the point where RG's
took up the brand's UK distribution for a spell,
and the partnership was key in bringing new
streams of work into the company. However,
this period coincided with a rift that would
result in a major internal struggle.
It became clear to Caple that his ambitions
for the rental division were bigger than the
opportunities being afforded to him. When
former Springsteen monitor engineer Fred 'Gumby'
Jackson joined the business, he encouraged building up
the inventory to take advantage of lucrative American
possibilities, but with Jones's retirement looming, he
was hesitant to commit to such an investment.
Sarah Muggleton, who joined RG’s in 1996 from
Dimension Audio, saw the mounting frustration. She
said: "Bob had been looking to raise our game, and the
opportunities were banging on the door. In the end,
Bob resigned and set up as a freelance production
manager, and thankfully he is now one of our largest
clients.
"This put Robin back in charge of the whole
operation — a position he had wanted to take a back
seat on. We weren’t surprised when Robin’s
accountant, Max Cohen, approached the management
team in 1998 and suggested that we buy him out. With
Robin approaching retirement age it made sense."
THE MBO
When the management buy-out (MBO) talks began,
Honywill had been working as a freelancer on the Lord
Of The Dance tour but was lured back into the fold as
an employee to join the 'MBO Team' which then
included Muggleton, Carroll and Williamson.
By 2002, with the negotiations still dragging on,
Stephen Hall was invited by Honywill to bring some
ideas to the table and act as an interface between the
MBO team and Jones, his accountant and team of
advisors. This would allow the management team to
concentrate on running the company to ensure that
there was still a business to buy at the end of it all.

Above L-R: One of many Raymond Gubbay Classical Spectacular events that helped to establish the RG Jones name in the modern classical music sector;
second time around — VJ Day’s commemorations at Buckingham Palace in 1995; Chris Rea toured with Simon Honywill and RG’s during 2006; Wimbledon’s
All England Lawn Tennis & Croquet Club is a long-standing installation client; a Martin Audio/Synco line array system on a Simple Minds show at Audley End.
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"At no point did I think I'd actually join
the company; I actually saw it as an
opportunity to eventually sell the company
some more kit!" said Hall, who at that
point was operating as a distributor with
Audio Projects.
"However, I was eventually sucked in
and offered the post of MD in January
2003. The whole point of that was to
allow Robin to completely retire; the
accountant would be the interface for
Robin, and I would be the interface for the
MBO team as well as offering some new
steerage for the company."
Even more changes were afoot, as
Muggleton explained: “Running the
business alongside the negotiations meant
that everything became drawn out. I fell
pregnant and Simon was offered a teaching
job in Plymouth. I realised that I would
need to be 100% dedicated to owning
and successfully running a company, but
now as a mother of twins, it simply would
be unfair on my partners to expect them
to carry me. So, I opted to return to just
being an employee as, in fact, Simon also
did later on as a project manager.”
After much heartache, Hall was
instrumental in bringing the deal to a close
on July 7 2004. "The team's relationship
with Robin during negotiations did suffer badly, and it
was an extremely anxious time for everyone
concerned, and that seems so sad in many ways."
commented Hall.
"The day after Robin made his exit, it was an
incredible anti-climax, but we quickly began sorting out
all the issues that needed addressing without changing
the basic nature of the company. Here was a company
that, historically, was fabulous but behind its walls it was
in need of attention, so we re-structured the
workforce and began sharpening up our business
focus."
INDUSTRY PERCEPTION
After the most incredible 80-year journey, how do
outsiders regard RG Jones? Even Stephen Hall had no
real clue as to the diversity of the firm's work before he
joined, and to some extent he viewed its operations as
a mystery. For many though, RG Jones is regarded first
and foremost as a specialist in sound reinforcement for
live classical music and special events.
Since RG's began its involvement with the hugely
successful and influential Raymond Gubbay's Classical
Spectacular events in 1993, rarely does a summer
weekend pass without an 'orchestra-in-the-park' show
appearing somewhere locally. With its proven track
record, RG Jones remains the first-call company for
many of these events. "But it's not all about classical
music," Muggleton reminded us. "We've been just as
active on large-scale sporting events, touring theatre
shows like Shaolin - The Wheel Of Life and a host of
corporate and civic work for organisations such as BP
and The Corporation of London. We do a degree of
touring but that's not how we primarily see ourselves."
And yet RG's has all the technical muscle to be
right up there with the UK's touring rental giants, but
despite its recent European jaunt with Chris Rea, and a
number of one-off events with artists such as Simple
Minds and Ronan Keating, the company is far from
being prolific rock'n'roll tour supplier.
"If we had a few more clients like Chris Rea, it
would be great," said Honywill, who has just
completed the mixes for Rea's forthcoming live album,
recorded earlier this year on the guitarist's 'farewell'
tour. "Equally I don't subscribe to the theory that
touring is the benchmark for a good sound company.
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Simon Honywill piloting
the Digidesign D-Show
console — new to
RG’s inventory.

Live sound doesn't have to be about rock'n'roll all the
time... although a little bit doesn't hurt!"
Hall added: "We've set ourselves up to be pretty
specialist at what we do, and we consider every event
to be a one-off. So whereas a touring company will
configure their equipment in a standard format, all of
our systems are individually tailored to suit each job.
That's quite unique and I believe that in the eyes of
production managers that's a fundamental aspect of our
specialist image and why we get their contracts."
ANYONE FOR TENNIS?
RG’s installation prowess continues to make its mark
and the company recently renewed its ties with
Wimbledon’s All England Lawn Tennis & Croquet Club
when it decided to rebuild its Centre Court and add a
retractable roof to the new stadium. This marked an
end of an era as the original RG Jones system installed
in the mid-’80s was finally laid to rest. In its place, a
new, multi-zoned system will be installed by an RG
Jones team led by Tim Speight. The work involves the
installation of another 800+loudspeakers, several new
amplifiers and eight more BSS Soundweb units, taking
the total to 40 active devices on the network. RG’s
installation department will then work closely with the
rental staff department during the high-profile annual
Tennis Championships to provide coverage for the
entire site.
Something that is immediately apparent when
visiting RG Jones is that even though the production
industry is renowned for its fast-moving, high turnover
of personnel, the Wimbledon-based company is still
populated by a large number of people who worked
there during the Robin Jones era.
Muggleton observed: "Someone once said it's as if
RG Jones has a soul and I think that’s a very accurate
description. Maybe that's got something to do with its
age, but there's definitely something different about the
feel here. People are often dismissive of rental
companies and in such a flooded market they can often
be cut-throat and ruthless, but you very rarely hear
anyone say negative things about RG's — probably
because we have a good reputation for treating crew
fairly and not being unscrupulous when quoting for
jobs, although we have become a lot more
competitive recently.

"Another misconception is that we're a
much bigger company than we are and
maybe our success in the recording business
has led to that myth, but with mass
expansion comes a loss of one-to-one
relationships with the clients — something
we are particularly proud of and would
never want to lose.”

INVENTORY
Soon after the MBO was finalised, RG Jones
took a major leap forward by seriously
reinforcing is rental armoury with the Martin
Audio/Synco line array, and in doing so
became a member of the Utrecht-based
Synco Europe Network — an exclusive
group of 10 rental companies that stretch
across the continent and pool resources.
At a Chris Rea show in Amsterdam this
March, Honywill told me: "On the first tour
I did with Chris as part of RG Jones, we
took a conventional RH-STS rig [RenkusHeinz Synco Touring System] out on the
road and it seemed to be in a completely
different solar system to anything else that
was around. Directionally, it was wellcontrolled and had massive power, and
sounded amazing. You could do so much
with it and all the components were so well
matched that it was a joy to work with.
"But we needed a system that was smaller, more
lightweight and flexible, and yet had the same power.
That's when Martin Audio and Synco joined forces to
create the W8LC and, subsequently, the even smaller
W8LM. Since we invested in that Synco/Martin line
array, our progression has multiplied. It gives me
precisely what I want, sonically, out of a PA system...
plus it works so well for classical music.
RG's also recently acquired the Digidesign Venue
digital 'environment'. "It's the most musical desk I've
ever used and that's why we invested in it for the Chris
Rea tour, for use at FOH and monitors, because we'd
also reap the benefits on our classical arena shows."
Current stock also includes L-Acoustics ARCS and
XTs, older Renkus Heinz systems, Midas Heritage and
Yamaha M7CL consoles, XTA processing and
"thousands of expensive microphones!".
RG Jones officially celebrated the 80th anniversary
of its founding in July, with a special party thrown
during the Henley Festival of Music & The Arts, an
event to which the firm has been the longest serving
supplier. The management and staff had plenty to be
proud of: the pioneering spirit of their founding father,
countless innovations in sound recording, installation
and rental, the survival of World War II and the
company's recent invitation by Buckingham Palace to
apply for a Royal Warrant.
As a 'school of excellence' the company also has
every reason to be proud of the large number of gifted
sound engineers who have passed through the ranks,
including Becky Pell (A-Ha & Kylie), Steve Lutley and
Jim Lambert (both now with Delta Sound Inc.),
freelancers Al Woods, Billy Birks and Mark Edwards,
and Stewart Chaney, now the owner of Plus 4 Audio.
In closing, Stephen Hall commented: "It now feels
like a genuine re-birth to everyone here. The two
years that have followed since the buy-out have just
flown by but in terms of the targets we set ourselves,
we are well ahead. We still have much to achieve from
our individual perspectives, because of the situations
we inherited and are continuing to change. However,
we are definitely heading in the right direction and the
next few years will see those elements reach fruition."
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